We use numerical simulations to study the phase behavior of self-propelled spherical and dumbbellar particles interacting via micro-phase separation inducing potentials. Our results indicate that under the appropriate conditions, it is possible to drive the formation of two new active states; a spinning cluster crystal, i.e. an ordered mesoscopic phase having finite size spinning crystallites as lattice sites, and a fluid of living clusters, i.e. a two dimensional fluid where each "particle" is a finite size living cluster. We discuss the dynamics of these phases and suggest ways of extending their stability under a wide range of active forces.
INTRODUCTION
Spontaneous pattern formation is a ubiquitous phenomenon in nature and arises in both equilibrium and out-ofequilibrium systems. Apart from the many biological examples [1, 2] , important synthetic systems such as colloids and block copolymers have been shown to exhibit complex spatial equilibrium patterns upon self-assembly. Control of patterns at the micro and nanoscale is integral to the development of materials with novel optical, electrical, and rheological properties [3] .
One route to spontaneous pattern formation in equilibrium systems is achieved via micro-phase separation [4] , a phenomenon that typically occurs when geometrical or chemical constraints prevent a system from fully phase separating. Block copolymers, for instance, exhibit a wide variety of patterns upon micro-phase separation that can be controlled by tuning the relative length of the two blocks, from lamellae to cylinders to networks [5] [6] [7] . An alternative route is achieved with competing interactions. In colloidal supensions, for instance, the interplay between a short range attraction and a long range repulsion has been shown to lead to micro-phase separation into a variety of patterns [8] with symmetry dependent on the relative weight of the two interactions [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . In these cases, the short range attraction is usually induced by depletion, hydrophobic or van der Waals forces, while the long range repulsion may come from dipolar forces or screened electrostatics [14] [15] [16] [17] .
Recent experiments in two dimensions have shown that dilute suspensions of self-propelled colloidal particles can self-assemble into "dynamic", "living" crystals [18] [19] [20] , where finite-sized aggregates continually join, break apart, dissolve, and reform. In this case, what limits the growth of the crystal to a macroscopic size − the scenario that would be favored due to inter-particle attractive interactions − is the self-propulsion of the active particles. This behavior seems to be specific to spherical particles, as these are able to freely re-orient within the developing crystallites under the influence of thermal forces, thus creating large stresses within the crystal. The formation of living clusters has also been recently observed in computer simulations of a three dimensional diluted suspension of self-propelled attractive spheres [21, 22] ; however, in three dimensions clusters did not show any crystalline order. Experiments with swimming bacteria in a three dimensional container and in the presence of small polymer depletants [23] reported the formation of micro-clusters with net rotational velocity dependent on the size and shape of the clusters (micro-rotors). This was also observed in simulations of two dimensional dumbbells with different motilities [24] . Both living crystals and micro-rotors are beautiful examples of active finite-size structures. However, it is not clear whether a fluid with living crystals represents a truly stable phase [25] ; furthermore, the micro-rotors observed experimentally are short-lived, and over time they merge to phase separate into macroscopic structures.
The aim of this paper is two-fold. On one hand, we want to understand whether explicitly introducing a microphase separation-inducing long range potential between self-propelled attractive particles can be exploited to control size and activity of living crystals and micro-rotors. On the other, we seek to understand how self-propulsion of colloidal particles can be used as a means to alter the morphological features of the micro-patterns formed by the passive particles. With this in mind, we explore the behavior of two dimensional dilute suspensions of active Brownian spheres and dumbbells interacting with competing short and long range potentials for different degrees of particle activity. We report a rich and complex range of physical behavior that includes the formation of mesophases of spinning and living crystals.
METHODS
We study systems of N active colloidal spheres and dumbbells in a two dimensional box of size L with periodic boundary conditions. Spherical particles are characterized by a diameter σ, and dumbbells are modeled as two spheres, each of diameter σ, rigidly connected to each other at contact distance, with length l = 2σ. Both spheres and dumbbells undergo Brownian motion, with an additional constant propelling force F a acting along an orientation vector n = (cos θ, sin θ); for dumbbells this axis coincides with the particle long axis. The equations of motion of these systems follow Brownian dynamics:
where the first equation describes the translational and second the rotational motion of the particles. V (r) is the interparticle potential. The first term on the right side of Eq. 2 accounts for the external torques that develop exclusively for dumbbellar interactions. The relation between the translational, D = k B T /γ, and the rotational diffusion coefficient, D r , for spherical particles is set to D r = (3D)/σ 2 . Here γ is the friction coefficient and is set to 1. Following [26] , the translational dynamics of dumbbells is solved independently for the parallel (r i // ) and the perpendicular (r i⊥ ) components of the particles' coordinates with respect to the active axis n i . Correspondingly, there are two different diffusion coefficients [27] . The solvent induced random fluctuations for the translational ξ i (t) and rotational ξ ri (t) degrees of freedom obey the relations ξ i (t) = 0 and ξ i (t) · ξ j (t) = δ ij δ(t − t ′ ) and ξ ri (t) = 0 and ξ ri (t) · ξ rj (t) = δ ij δ(t − t ′ ), respectively. Following Imperio et al. [12] , we set the interaction between any two non-connected spheres in the system to be
The interaction parameters are n = 12, A = 0.018, R a = σ, ǫ a = 1, R r = 2σ, and ǫ r = 1, and ε ranging from 25 to 50 k B T . This set of parameters has been chosen to guarantee micro-phase separation of the passive system as reported in [12] . This potential consists of a Lennard-Jones repulsion at short distances to enforce excluded area (the first term); a short range attractive well to induce clustering of the particles (the second term); a long range soft repulsion to guarantee micro-phase separation(the last term). The potential is cut off and truncated at r = 10σ. Throughout this study, we used dimensionless units, where lengths, energies and times are expressed in terms of σ, 
RESULTS
For the chosen parameters of the interaction potential, in the absence of active forces (Pe=0) and at small area fractions (typically smaller than φ ≃ 0.5), both spheres and dumbbells micro-phase separate to form cluster crystals (see Fig. 2 and 6 ), i.e. isotropic finite-sized crystallites of particles acting as lattice sites of a larger mesoscopic phase with overall hexagonal packing − apart from the dislocations that develop as a result of the size polydispersity of the small crystalline clusters. As the area fraction increases, so does the average size of the crystallites, until they eventually merge to form linear aggregates of finite width. This phase behavior is consistent with what reported in previous studies [12] . Because spheres can freely (at no energy cost) rotate within a crystallite without affecting its underlying structure, but dumbbells cannot, aggregates made of spheres and dumbbells behave quite differently when particle self-propulsion is switched on. We shall therefore discuss the two cases separately.
Spheres
All simulations with the spheres have been performed at ε = 25k B T . This corresponds to a pairwise binding energy of ε 0 ≃ −5k B T ; this particular value was selected to coincide with previous numerical studies with this potential [12] . A structural diagram in terms of the area fraction and Péclet number is shown in Fig. 1 , while Fig. 2 shows snapshots of the corresponding morphologies taken from our simulations.
At low area fractions and small Péclet numbers, we observe the expected mesoscopic crystal of static clusters. As soon as Pe becomes larger than |ε 0 |/k B T , not only does particle exchange between clusters begin to occur, resembling the behavior observed in cluster crystals of soft particles at high densities [28, 29] , but clusters also begin to deform, split, and merge with neighboring clusters under the stress imposed by the active forces of the constituent particles. The net result is the formation of a new phase consisting of a fluid of living clusters. In this phase, the motion of the clusters away from the lattice sites of the mesophase is driven by the "living" character of the clusters themselves. In fact, as soon as a cluster splits and one or both of its parts are incorporated into the neighboring clusters, an imbalance in the long range forces holding together the mesophase takes place, resulting in a global rearrangement of the clusters or in their further repartitioning to re-establish the overall balance of the forces. Movies of this behavior are shown in the SI.
For small values of Pe, the mesophase is able to relax to accommodate the vacancies or density inhomogeneities created by the living clusters. But at large values of Pe, the rate of cluster subdivision becomes too fast, the mesophase relaxation cannot keep up and the mesophase finally melts, resulting in a system of smaller clusters in a gas of dispersed active particles (fluid). This behavior can be easily tracked in the steady state cluster size distributions P (n) shown in Fig. 3 , where we study how P (n) changes when the system moves from the static cluster, to the living cluster, and all the way to the fluid phase, by changing the value of Pe. The well defined distributions centered around large values of n for small Péclet numbers give rise to a large peak at n = 1 (isolated particles) and a very wide distribution of clusters sizes as the meso-phase melts. Also notice that the average size of the clusters n (see inset of Fig. 3 ) tends to increase upon activating the self-propulsion of the particles, but n shows an overall non-monotonic behavior with the strength of the active forces. Our data indicate that the decrease of the average size for large activities is followed by a significant broadening of the cluster's polydispersity, and melting of the mesophase.
To quantify the order of the mesophase as a function of Pe, we also tracked the cluster-to-cluster bond order parameter Ψ 6 [30] . In our simulations, cluster connectivity is obtained using a simple Delaunay triangulation of the clusters' centers of mass, and Ψ 6 is defined as:
where N c is the total number of clusters in a configuration, N b (i) is the number of clusters connected to cluster i, and θ j is the angle between a neighboring cluster and a reference axis. As expected (see Fig. 4 ), Ψ 6 shows the deterioration of order of the meso-phase with increasing Pe. An analogous behavior occurs at higher densities, where the passive phase is characterized by linear aggregates, or stripes, spanning the system size. In this case, intermediate propelling forces lead to the continuous recombination of the maze formed by the particles via formation and breakage of junctions between the stripes. At even larger Pe the stripes begin to lose connectivity and break up, giving rise to large-scale density fluctuations.
Dumbbells
We also study the behavior of dumbbells for ε = 25k B T and over the same range of activities and area fractions as the spheres. Fig. 5 shows the structural diagram of the different regions observed in our simulations in terms of the area fraction and the Péclet number, and Fig. 6 shows corresponding snapshots from simulations. The phase behavior of the passive system is analogous to that observed for spherical particles, where mesocrystals of hexagonally packed finite size clusters are observed at low area fractions, and stripes develop for sufficiently large densities. In contrast to the spheres, however, when self-propulsion is switched on at low values of Pe and at low densities, clusters acquire a well defined rotational motion and translational motion that develops as a result of the nonzero internal net force acting on the clusters of dumbbells, as discussed in [23, 24] . Thus, the first phase that one encounters at low area fractions and at small activities is a fluid of rotating and translating compact clusters. As observed in our simulations with spherical particles, in this regime, an increase of the particle activity leads to an overall increase of the average size of the clusters. Further increase of Pe takes the system into a different state, and the rotational and translational velocity of the clusters increases. This state is characterized by a fluid of drifting, rotating, and living clusters. Shear forces within the clusters are now able to break them apart, and their net translational velocities are strong enough to make whole clusters collide and merge. For this range of values of Pe, single dumbbells rarely leave the clusters individually and mostly rearrange around the surface of the individual clusters, leading to a less well defined rotational velocity. Finally, for even larger forces, single dumbbells are able to fly off the clusters, which melt and reduce in size, as observed in the case of the spheres.
The linear, stripe-like aggregates of dumbbells found at high area fractions are similar to those observed for spheres, and living stripes are also seen at high activity. In contrast to the dynamic maze-like patterns observed for spheres, the morphology of the living stripes of dumbbells changes through large portions of stripes shearing off and fusing with neighboring stripes. This is due to the large net internal forces that continually shear and break the stripes. At even larger activities (not shown), clusters can easily completely melt and reform resulting in a phase characterized by large-scale density fluctuations as observed in active spheres at large densities and activities. Fig. 7 and its inset show the cluster size distributions at low densities for different values of Pe, and the non monotonic behavior of the average cluster size with degree of activity. Fig. 8 shows the angular velocity of a few selected clusters containing roughly thirty dumbbells in the phase of rotating clusters at low density/low Pe over time. This indicates that the rotational motion in this regime persists over time, but the specific direction and velocity of this rotational motion varies from cluster to cluster and depends on the specific arrangement of the dumbbells constituting each crystallite. The simulations to measure the angular velocity of the rotors are performed with ε = 50k B T to extend the stability of this phase against the active forces and better observe its phenomenology. Overall, the angular velocity is expected to decrease with the size of the clusters as previously reported in [23, 24] . A quick estimate of the angular velocity dependence on the cluster sizes can be obtained by assuming that the axes of n dumbbells forming a cluster of radius R, are randomly oriented. The sum of these random forces will add up to a net force imbalance f ≃ F a √ n ≃ F a R. Thus, one can expect an average torque acting on the cluster for any given random configuration of dumbbells that scales as τ = f R ≃ F a R 2 . Balancing this torque with the rotational friction that we take to be proportional to R 4 ω, where ω is the angular velocity (this is the result for typical simulations without hydrodynamics [24] ), one expects ω ∼ F a /R 2 ≃ F a /n. Fig. 9 shows the dependence of the average angular velocity ω on cluster size for our dumbbell rotors. Our simulation data agrees with our analysis and shows that the average angular velocity decreases with cluster size.
One of the most exciting new phases for dumbbells is the fluid of rotating clusters observed at low densities and small Péclet numbers. These cannot form with spherical particles as spheres can freely rotate within the finite size clusters, but dumbbells become sterically locked in place by the attractive forces. As a result, once a cluster of dumbbells is formed, that cluster will acquire a constant angular velocity over time. As mentioned above, the stability of the clusters can be enhanced by increasing the strength of the potential ε, however, the overall order of the meso-phase is disrupted because of their active translational motion. This occurs because, as explained above, for any configuration of n randomly assembled dumbbellar clusters, a net imbalance of forces proportional to F a √ n will on average develop in a random direction. However, one could envision that increasing the repulsive part of the interaction between the particles could create large energy barriers between the clusters, and in this way, limit the active translation of the clusters (at low Pe), but still keep their rotational motion. This would lead to the formation of yet another phase characterized by a cluster crystal of with spinning lattice sites. Our simulations show that this is indeed the case, and can be achieved by setting ε r = 2.5ε a in the potential V (r). Simulations for spheres with these parameters show better defined clusters, but the splitting and recombination of the clusters − which now occurs at larger Péclet numbers − leads again to mass transfer to the neighboring sites and subsequent relaxation of the whole mesophase. A movie of the dumbbellar spinning cluster crystal can be found in the SI.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we studied the phase behavior of diluted suspensions of self-propelled dumbbells and spheres interacting with a micro-phase separation inducing potential. Specifically, we considered a pair potential composed of a shortrange attraction and a long-range repulsion. This is a standard potential that has been used extensively in the literature of micro-phase separation of colloidal particles and is one that mimics the interaction of weakly charged particles in the presence of depletants. Both forces are easily tuned by either changing the salt concentration in solution or the density of the depletants.
Our results indicate that for a range of parameters, it is possible to induce the formation of two previously unobserved states; a spinning cluster crystal, i.e. an ordered mesoscopic phase having finite size spinning crystallites as lattice sites, and a fluid of living clusters, i.e. a two dimensional fluid where each "particle" is a finite size living crystallite. The first state develops from the self-assembly of dumbbells, whereas the second state occurs for spherical particles. We suggest ways to increase the stability of these states by appropriately selecting the relative weight of the two competing interactions with respect to the self-propulsion.
Several groups have observed phase separation of self-propelled hard particles at high activity and area fraction (see for instance [31] [32] [33] ). To understand whether a sufficiently large self-propulsion would overwhelm the role of the repulsive interactions and lead to a re-entrant behavior as observed in colloidal particles with attractive interactions [34] , we performed simulations for Pe up to 150 and area fractions up to 0.5. We did not observe a complete phase separation of the system, suggesting that at least within this range of parameters, the long range repulsive tail of the potential prevents this transition.
Another interesting result that emerges from our simulations concerns the size of the clusters that form at low densities. For both spherical and dumbbellar particles, we find that the average size of the crystallites varies nonmonotonically with the strength of the propelling forces. While preparing this manuscript, this result was also reported in [35] for the case of spherical particles.
Although our system is two dimensional, the combination of short-ranged attractive and long-ranged repulsive interactions also leads to microphase separation in three dimensions [9] . We speculate that both the fluid of living clusters and crystal of micro-rotors will survive, but the morphological properties of the clusters will be different. Simulations of these systems in three dimensions will need to be performed to gain further insight on the role of dimensionality.
It should be finally mentioned that our model of active Brownian particles ignores hydrodynamic effects from the solvent. Although there is experimental evidence that this does not qualitatively affect the formation of living clusters or micro-rotors, as both phases have been observed experimentally [18, 23] , from a quantitative standpoint, the details of the hydrodynamic interactions between the spherical particles could affect the cluster morphology of living clusters [36] . Also, long-range interactions may develop between spinning clusters of dumbbells, that could lead to cluster-cluster rotational velocity coupling and, under certain circumstances, overwhelm the long-range repulsive interactions between the particles and destabilize the crystalline mesophase of rotors. Nevertheless, we expect that judicious control of the strength of the long-range repulsive interaction between the particles against the active forces should be able to counteract such a destabilization. More work in this direction is underway. Average rotational speed ω of a cluster of dumbells of size n, as measured in our simulations, for φ = 0.24, ε = 50kBT , and Pe=20. The solid line is the expected theoretical dependence ω ∼ 1/n.
